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PREFACE

 

Gaia Matrix is a geometric ark of life that encompasses and is embedded in the North
American Tectonic Plate. This particular rendition of this gaiagraphic study is focused on
its impact on human neurological health. 

This broad study has evolved over the years through collaboration with other
researchers who have seen the correlation between their work and these gaiagraphic
patterns. Specifically, in this instance, Dr. Wayne London has taken my findings
concerning ley lines and biomes and applied it to his research into neurologically “de-
limbing” diseases, such as ALS. My documents, found on his web site, are written within
the frame work of healing solutions. In many instances I paraphrase Dr. London’s ideas
in my own words concerning neurological disease relationship. I encourage you to
explore the depth of Dr. London’s healing solutions on web site
www.spiritualcalculus.org. 

In the process of this collaboration both of our initial ideas/ theories have evolved. I
am deeply grateful for this opportunity to work with Wayne on this project. Particularly
gratifying to us has been the mutually validating nature of our theories. The essential
premises is that past events are held as memory in the earth’s neural net and affect
present day neurological health. 

Gaia’s Matrix  is similarly salient to terrestial biology, social- political organization,
and demographic patterning.  Welcome to a vital world where we see the
interrelationship of all life, our mutually dependant relationship with our host planet.   

 

LEY LINES

 

To split a Granite block in two, a quarryman first chisels a line where the split is to
occur. This scoring of the surface gives the stone ‘memory’. The next step in this process
is to drill small holes to accept the wedges that exert internal pressure on the stone,
which then splits along the line of ‘memory’. 

Ley lines are pathways for memories around and throughout our earth. These
memories are seen in the relationship to like elements: mountains series, lakes series,
series of bays, series of wars, holy place series, fault lines series, series of cities, pluton
series, etc...., or with a combination of such relationship qualities.  Further augmenting
these series of natural and or cultural events that coalesce to create a ley are events that
drill the karma deep into these ‘memory’ lines. The World Trade Towers along the City
Ley is an example of a karmic hole along this ley.

Indigenous cultures honored ley lines as a benefit to the People by placing stone
constructions (such as piles or standing stones) and ceremonial centers along leys. These
culturally specific actions were utilized to focus tulleric energy. This was done to
promulgate health of the individual and society.  The English prodigious stone
construction efforts, beyond calendar sites, shows importance of the influence.

Ley lines are the nervous system of the earth and impact the nervous systems of
biology. Ley Lines are wave forms, drawn as a line, that spiral and undulate like human
DNA. It is thought that this morphogenetic resonance facilitates the transmission of
memories held by the land into the cellular memory of the body, DNA.

Leys that are kinked or blocked can create a geopathic condition affecting DNA,
health and social peace. Leys free of encumbrances (karma as such) conversely carry
grace and power that benefits health and social peace by connecting our biology with
that of the living healthy earth. Community disconnection from place leaves these
pathways open to manifestations of chaotic toxicity.  Ley range in size from planet wide
to local. The hierarchy of leys are analogous to the electrical transmission grids. Leys are
drawn as straight lines to indicate the center of single or multiple stranded wave forms.
The nodes where these waves cross describe its line form. 
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Node points along leys are sequentially spaced like DNA. PHI (1:1.618...) is one such
proportion. With Humans, a PHI base biology naturally resonates with its similar ‘wave
form’.  It is therefore surmised that PHI proportioned leys are in  resonance with the
human and thus affect human cellular memory. Chromosome 21, is a Phi proportioned
bar in human DNA. It is also on chromosome 21  that carries  Alzheimer, ALS, Downs
syndrome, and MS. 

It follows therefore that unresolved karmic memories negatively impact the nervous
system through 21 and other chromosomes. Reconnection with place and naturally
occurring phi based cycles bring our bodies ‘in phase’ and return the memory of who we
are. Healthfully planet... healthy people.  In this regard the People and the land are one.

Leys with PHI sequencing are identified on the accompanying maps.

 

BIOME

 

The definitions of Biome (bi-om) are not specific. It is a hierarchical description given
to an  area that comprises a number of  bioregions that combined to give a sense of place
to a region i.e. Great Plains, New England, Southern States, Scandinavia. The more
traditional ‘biome’ understanding groups similar land forms such as; tundra, mountain,
plain, aquatic, desert and the like (this type of biome includes as a single biome the entire
Rocky Mountain range from the Arctic north to Central America.)  In our discussion the
term ‘biome’ is used to describe an area with common geographical features. 

In North America these biomes tend to be circular— fractals mirroring the circular
shape of the continent. The center of a biomes often points to distinctive geologic
features characteristic for the entire biome. Common characteristics personify the spirit
and personality of the biomic place. Identifying unique aspects within a biome connects
the human with the spirit and nature of the place. The memories carried by the biome
can emerge from the collective geographic experience of the residents of that place. Seen
as a biomic receiver the leys carry the karma transmitted to the biologically receptive
populous. 

Similar to a stone dropped in a pond, the biome generate ripples across the connected
body. Where adjoining biomes expand outward an touch other biomes acts of friction
occur, as in the New Madrid fault, Niagara Falls, and Harpers Ferry. (Harpers Ferry
being site of John Brown’s failed insurgency which significantly contributed to  the start
of the Civil War.) As well as each circular biomes having a distinctive sense of place,
within each is a distinctive carrier wave Ley pattern. The biome receives and transmits
tulleric and karmic information through the terrestial carrier waves to human
experience. 

Biomes have miniature (mini) geometries embedded within them. Land geometries
intergral to their structure, some highly complex but always with an intrinsic connective
natural pattern (identified in many cultures as sacred geometry.) In the case of the New
England Biome many geometries are embedded within it’s continental expanse. To
discern these structures, relationships emerge indicating their existence. Some areas
have significantly more energy due to the relationship with the bedrock creating a more
pronounced resonance, such as granite plutons. The New England biome is especially
complex resulting from the collision/ movement of the earth’s  plates tectonic plates. In
this present geologic time period the New England biome is the location of the center of
the circular North American tectonic plate. Biomic rings radiate out from the New
England  biome and emanating out to precisely intersect with the center of other biomes.
All of these connections to the overall area add to the significance of NE  biome as the
core biomic pattern of North America, if not the world. Nowhere else is there such
geometric regularity as seen from the geography of the earth. While most biomes have a
strong identification with their specific place characteristics, New England is a geometric
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convergence point of other related biomes,  trans global leys, cultures, rivers, mountains,
and coast lines. The pebble (such as WTC) dropped in this center  area grows to
encompass and directly affect the future of world civilization.  Along with this potential,
is also the positive opportunity to set a new pulse in motion-- a pulse of and for peace,
reconciliation, karmic release and health. 

The earth is a living biology— human ecology included.  Humans are a pervasive
organism in this biology.  Positive interaction with the earth is of paramount importance
for humanity’s continuity. 

Centuries of pain and pleasure associated with karmic significance are held as
memories in the biomes. 

Each biome has its unique expression.  What follows is a list of North America
biomes:

 
  New England Biome 
  Maritime Biome
  Southern Biome
  Great Lakes Biome 
  Oil Biome
  Black Hills Biome
  Great Basin Biome
  Western Mountain Biome
  Nunavut Biome
  Mayan Biome
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                    The Big Picture/ Star Biomes

STAR BIOMES

 

In summary,  simplistically stated: Star Biomes hold Karma, Leys transmit karma and
phi proportioned sequencing transmit these earth energies and memories into human
experience and cellular memory. In this way a mechanistic dynamic exists between
culture and the land. 

This mechanism can, of course, manifest both positively and negatively depending
upon the location of historic events in relationship to the greater energetic matrix of the
planet. The accompanying illustration describes such a dynamic within the context of
the North American continent.
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The gray (dash line) circles are harmonically sequenced expansions from the center of
the NA continent (located in Shelburne Falls, Massachusetts). Secondary to these
expansions are patterns called Biomes, arrayed within this greater matrix. Some of these
Biomes possess a Star pattern. A  star pattern correlates to geographically significant
sites as an organizing mechanism around the biome’s ring. Connecting these Biomes are
ley lines that are continental and others that are trans global in scope. Where these leys
and biomic rings intersect one finds cluster sites of neurological diseases. Because of this
correlation between these specific places and these disease of the nervous system, it is
theorized that the disease is the result of some dis-ease transmitted through these earth
energy pathways.

It is surmised that events of cultural dynamics that have coalesced  over the centuries
result in certain memories becoming imbedded in the planet’s vital systems. Further it is
deducted that these same memories are transmitted along  phi  sequence leys into
human neurological dysfunction. The vulnerability of the human to receive this energy
does not criticize the phi, rather with the human proportion relation of phi,  it is ‘in’ the
human energy realm and if dysfunction exists it will release thru vulnerable human
genetic patterns. 

Memories that are unresolved coalesce and manifestations similar experience along
on leys. Of particular note in the graphic is the City Ley. The City Ley has much to do
with the European experience, an experience punctuated by centuries of warfare much
related to the possession of land and people. Tracing this ley one comes to see locations
along this ley where war begets war. This entrainment of war tends to stimulate further
conflicts. At the same time (what I call) ‘divine’ victims unconsciously are enlisted to
release unresolved planetary suffering through their illnesses. The events that trigger
these illnesses, in their DNA  are not necessarily local as these old memories are carried
over distance by leys and received by biomes that add further memory entrainment. Star
biomes, based on phi proportioned pentagrams and phi sequenced ley lines, have the
greatest impact on phi proportioned human biology.  To repeat. The layout of these
organic planetary geometries suggest locations where healing and release of these
unresolved memories can be facilitated. It is through these sites that a ‘new script’ can be
entrained, a script that doesn’t include the negative manifestations of prior historic
culture, such as warfare, social dysfunction, and disease that has been so consistently
entrained for centuries in these leys, biomes and matrices.

Arrayed around the center of the continent is a geometric pattern, which I have
extensively mapped, named Gaia’s Matrix or Arkhom.  At the core of the continent Gaia
Matrix is theorized to be the organizing fractal mechanism of the entire continent.
Expanding this core pattern generates the radiant rings illustrated here. As a generator
of culture, the memories held within this core geometry supports the status quo of
American culture and power. (I have written extensively on this subject and geometry in
my book: Gaia Matrix.) 

This leads to the challenge to find a location to heal and release collective karma
while being outside the constraining influence of the prevailing and entrained
dysfunction set by centuries of war, genocide and generally lacking in life affirming
energy. Tracing the patterns it is surmised that this site is in the area known as the
Northeast Kingdom of Vermont.

The Northeast Kingdom is ideal for this work because it is connected yet apart.
Historically it has seen little of the Native genocide and warfare perpetuated elsewhere.
The geology of the Kingdom relates to strong electro-magnetic energy by being
comprised of highly piezoelectric granite and shiest rock, as a transmission medium.
South of the Kingdom is a significantly large deposit of copper located on the fault that
connects to the Kingdom. Another mineral transmitter The Northeast Kingdom is on the
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edge of the White Mountain upthrust,  a relatively new rock that can carry a new forms
into the controlling matrix, ley lines and star biomes connect to this beautiful pristine
corner of the world.  It is theorized that the White mountains initialized the break of the
super continent Pangea and growth pattern of this continent. 

 

LANDSCAPE GEOMETRY

 

The follow illustration depicts the Arkhom landscape geometry. A landscape
geometry is an naturally create geometry, naturally drawn out by the ley lines and
biomes, mountains and rivers. The Arkhom landscape geometry is a ‘mother’ geometry
in that one can generate multiple patterns from one initial pattern. Within the greater
geometric are fractal forms of this mother form. This form is also a fractal form of the
North American continent in total. Fractal geometry is a geometry that repeats in scale.
(An example of this being the simple fern plant whose smallest leaf is similar in shape to
the plant in total.)

Of note: included in this diagram is information on purchasing the book about this
geometry called Gaia Matrix.(Dr. London contacted me following reading the book.)

Looking at the overall Arkhom geometry illustrates the transmission and reception of
social and tulleric influences in NYC, Boston and other urban centers. NYC has five ley
lines to feed its creativity. Without these leys NYC could not sustain its dynamism. The
angle of the convergence of the leys, and geometric signature forms all address the
potential of ‘Place’. It is through the land that healing potential emerges.

The United States set its seed to grow in this area, despite prior attempts elsewhere,
and it was from Arkhom that it grew into what it is today. It is through the
interrelationships expressed in this geometry that a shift of consciousness can occur. 

There are many findings and pieces of information that are related to elements of
synchronicity that suggest opportunity, particularly in the face of the present destructive
paradigm. This information is offered as a tool for an emerging new American culture. A
seed form for a vital culture (renewable, sustainable...). It is hoped that  this
understanding can release the karmic cycles that perpetuate patterns of war, and social
dysfunction. 

Given in the spirit of renewal, please use this information with cautious respect and
consciousness as to the power of action. With this information a blue print can be drawn
for our future American society. Many have said I  and my information are ahead of our
time. It is more than I can fully understand, yet it is my contribution. Others add pieces
to this puzzle small and large. I feel Dr. Wayne London has come to a primary
understanding of the impact history has on personal health. It is vital, it is life affirming,
it is here for our future. This is a gift from the planet and its creator. This information has
many application for health, education,  social relationships, to international relations. 

I am very grateful to be working with Dr. Wayne London in research that is mutually
validating. With open eyes I am certain you too can see how your lives and experiences
are augmented and supported by Gaia’s matrix. If you would like to contribute and or
collaborate in this endeavor, feel free to contact me at the address below, or come take a
ride with me as I wait for the world to recognize the most important discovery of the 21
century.

Peter Champoux
19 James St.
Greenfield, MA
01301
arkhom19@attbi.com
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